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FOR US, PARKING MEAN S MOVEMENT
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/ Thinking ahead  THIS HAS BEEN A CENTRAL THEME OF THE SCHEIDT  & BACHMANN COMPANY THROUGHOUT ITS ENTIRE HISTORY.

The 1960s saw a steady increase in the number of car parks being 

built in large cities. It is this that gave us the pioneering idea to 

create an automatic system that would be able to control incoming 

and outgoing vehicles simply and reliably, rather than using a 

manual mechanism.

Our pioneering work in this fi eld soon became the stand-
ard, and in time such systems were taken for granted. In 
the years since then, we have continued to optimise and 
develop the system, frequently raising it to an entirely 
new level.  We currently have intelligently interconnected 
systems that are able to do far more than simply regulate 
the fl ow of incoming vehicles. As well as allowing you 
a measure of control over mobility, you can even guide 
your economic success.

 Parking and access systems

Overall competence
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/ Thinking ahead  THIS HAS BEEN A CENTRAL THEME OF THE SCHEIDT  & BACHMANN COMPANY THROUGHOUT ITS ENTIRE HISTORY.

  Signalling systems

With more than 140 years of experi-
ence, Scheidt & Bachmann is one of 
the most successful manufacturers in 
the fi eld of railway signalling systems. 
Our network-capable and computer-
controlled systems allow you to exer-
cise individual and secure control of 
your overall route plan.

  Fare collection systems

Scheidt & Bachmann is a market-lead-
ing supplier of integral system solu-
tions for all manner of fare collection 
systems. For more than 30 years, we 
have been implementing fl exible 
solutions which we adapt to suit your 
individual requirements, whether for 
local or regional transport companies. 

  Petrol station systems

Our integrated solutions designed for 
the future-proof operation of petrol 
stations are founded on more than 
80 years of experience in this fi eld. 
Scheidt & Bachmann is the leading 
supplier of automated systems to 
petrol stations in Germany and a 
leading European supplier of system 
solutions. 

Other areas in which Scheidt & Bachmann operates:

Facts & Figures

  Founded in 1872

  Over 3,000 employees

   Grew from a mechanical engineering fi rm into an 
international system vendor

  Market leader in central areas of modern mobility

  Innovative product and production solutions



As a car park operator, you have 
many questions: How can I keep my 
operating costs down and increase 
sales? What payment solutions are 
available? What form can a comfort-
able and at the same time simple 
control system for my business take? 
How secure is my investment? The 
aim of this brochure is to give you 
some answers to these and other 
questions in the fi eld of parking 
solutions. 

The entervo brand is famed as a 
world market leader in parking man-
agement systems. Our system-inte-
grated technologies and innovations 
are successfully employed all over 
the world. Why? Because we supply 
hardware and software from a single 

source, which ensures that every 
entervo solution is a perfectly coor-
dinated, integral system. Because 
thanks to our open system architec-
ture, we can ensure that all com-
ponents are integrated and display 
unlimited functionality. 

And above all because entervo solu-
tions are designed to comply with 
your individual needs and require-
ments, whether you are planning 
a large-scale project or a single 
solution.

YOU HAVE THE 
QUESTIONS – 
WE HAVE THE 
ANSWERS

Parking management

/ How can I reduce operating costs and increase sales?

/ What form can a comfortable and at the same time simple control system for my business take?
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Daten / Fakten
/ How can I reduce operating costs and increase sales?

/ HOW SAFE IS MY INVESTMENT?

/ WHAT ACCESS MEDIA AND PAYMENT SOLUTIONS ARE AVAILABLE?

/ What form can a comfortable and at the same time simple control system for my business take?

/ HOW CAN I RETAIN THE LOYALTY OF LONG-TERM PARKERS?
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Project development

OUR TOP SELLER: 
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
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Naturally we wish to convince you of 
the suitability of our innovative and 
individual solutions for your parking 
management. But our real goal is to 
ensure that you always feel you have 
made the right decision – in every 
aspect: from A to Z. 

Our joint starting point in any new 
project is to list all the local condi-
tions and requirements in detail. 
Together with you, we then analyse 
your concrete needs and look for the 

most suitable business models. We 
are also happy to take into consider-
ation any special requirements you 
may have, such as to create a barri-
er-free environment. The result is an 
individual solution for your car park 
that not only fulfils but frequently 
even exceeds your expectations.

When it comes to on-site installation, 
you can rely on our experienced 
team of experts. They also take care 
of the software configuration and 

functional testing. The next step 
consists of training for your employ-
ees, to ensure that you enjoy the full 
potential of your entervo solution 
right from the start. To ensure your 
satisfaction, our service packages 
extend from regular maintenance to 
upgrades and include the long-term 
availability of spare parts.

Optimum process management

/    CONSULTANCY AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF BUSINESS MODELS

/   FULLY INTEGRAL PROJECT MANAGEMENT

/ RELIABLE IMPLEMENTATION

/ TAILORED SERVICE PACKAGES

/  SUPPORT OVER THE ENTIRE PRODUCT 
LIFE CYCLE
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FROM DATA COME DECISIONS
The various entervo applications en-
sure that you always know exactly what 
is happening at any given moment in 
your operative business. Take car park 
occupancy and capacity utilisation for 
example: entervo provides you with 
secure analytical knowledge for your 
strategic business development, by 
revealing where and when implement-
ing a price adjustment can allow you to 
tap into additional sales potential. Take 
accounting for example: using fi eld 
devices, entervo can record all sales 

transactions without the risk of tam-
pering and with no gaps. You know 
exactly how high the  turnover of each 
individual device is (shift accounting) 
and the total turnover of all devices 
(daily, weekly, monthly and yearly 
accounting). The breakdown accord-
ing to payment method or type and 
quantity of articles sold is another area 
with potential for further action. The 
key to this transparency is the analytical 
tool entervo.Analytics, which allows 
you to generate your own individual 

analyses at the touch of a button in 
seconds. With this data fl exibility, 
combined with powerful analytics, you 
can benefi t from a multidimensional 
data model that includes values for 
turnover, parking products, parking 
duration, intervallic events, and much 
more. Even companies that process 
large quantities of data can obtain the 
decisive information that they need for 
their successful business development 
– clearly, simply and precisely.

/ entervo Analytics  COMPREHENSIVE RECORDI NG OF OPERATIONAL DATA / INDIVIDUAL SELECTION OF REFERENCE CRITERIA 
/ FAST AND TRANSPARENT DATA PROCESSING / OP TIMUM HANDLING EVEN WITH LARGE DATA QUANTITIES

Transparency
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FROM DATA COME DECISIONS

_Data 2
Tariff s

_Data 3
Revenue

_Data 1
Parking duration

/ entervo Analytics  COMPREHENSIVE RECORDI NG OF OPERATIONAL DATA / INDIVIDUAL SELECTION OF REFERENCE CRITERIA 
/ FAST AND TRANSPARENT DATA PROCESSING / OP TIMUM HANDLING EVEN WITH LARGE DATA QUANTITIES

Cell computer – Düsseldorf

entervo Analytics
(OLAP data cube)

Data sources

Cell computer – Munich

Cell computer – Aachen

Cell computer – Hamburg

Analysis

Sales analysis by day 
of the week

Utilisation per hour for 
each parking facility

Analysis of parking 
duration
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Future security
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_Pre-booking

_Counting
_Reporting

_Device 
control

KNOWING TODAY THAT 
EVERYTHING WILL BE 
RUNNING FINE TOMORROW

An investment in entervo is an invest-
ment in the future of your company. 
With highly durable, high-quality 
hardware components and open 
system software solutions, we enable 
you to sustainably manage your 
systems. 

Whether you are involved in a 
change in strategy, a market change, 

or expansion activities, the unprob-
lematic scalability and expandability 
of entervo solutions means that they 
grow with you and the challenges 
facing you. Not only can you add 
additional equipment but you can 
also integrate new technology. 

Like a smartphone, your entervo 
system is individually confi gurable 

– whether you wish to modify the 
user interface, the main applications, 
the control media or the payment 
methods. Even third-party solutions 
can be easily integrated thanks to the 
open system architecture.  In short, 
whatever the future brings – with 
entervo, you will be prepared for it 
all times.
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_App

_Validation

_Customer 
administration

_Payment

Investment security 

/  HIGHLY DURABLE, HIGH-QUALITY HARDWARE 
COMPONENTS

/  OPEN SYSTEM SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 

/  EASY SCALABILITY AND EXPANDABILITY

/  INDIVIDUAL CONFIGURABILITY



VIRTUAL DATA – 
REAL BENEFITS 
Is this how you see it too? When you 
buy a smartphone or tablet comput-
er, you don’t spend any time thinking 
about how to use it, but you simply 
assume that you will be able to oper-
ate all of its features quite intuitively, 
wherever you are? 

This is the approach that we have 
taken with our entervo.cloud solution 
for the parking industry. In a similar 
way to other cloud solutions, the 

parking management software runs 
as a service via your browser. Your 
entervo applications are connected 
via a secure link to the data centre. 
This means that you can control and 
monitor your system wherever you 
are and whenever you like: whether 
you are in the airport lounge, the 
restaurant, or lying on the couch, 
all you need to do is to log in to the 
entervo.cloud.

A further benefi t of the Cloud is that 
the software is always up to date. It 
is constantly updated and optimised 
at each software release interval. This 
means that new functions can be 
integrated into the system quickly 
and simply.  And you experience it 
all quite directly, with maximum user 
comfort and an application that runs 
perfectly at all times. 
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Cloud solutions

ANY PLACE AND ANY TIME:
Obtain status overviews, evaluations and alarms, 

Initiate measures (open barriers, replace paper, etc.)
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Car park
(operators)

ExitEntrance Automatic pay station POS

WEB CLIENTS
Parking management software / browser

technologies / geographical independence

ENTERVO WEB SERVICES
Tarif f calculation / 2D barcode processing

DATA CENTRE
Services (data backup, monitoring, 

software maintenance)

ENTERVO SAAS
Parking management software

/ entervo.cloud



Access/payment management  

UNLIMITED   
FLEXIBILITY 

We mean it literally: you don’t need 
a barrier to fl exibly control vehicles 
entering and exiting your car park. If 
you prefer, we can abandon barriers 
altogether, and we even off er alterna-
tives to the classic ticket dispensers. 
Highly convenient contactless entry 
variants that operate with registration 
number recognition, transponders, 
smartphone or contactless credit 

cards signalise to your customers 
at the entrance that the focus is on 
comfort.

And we approach the subject of 
payment with the same fl exibility: as 
an innovative alternative or comple-
ment to cash payment machines, 
you can also select cashless payment 
methods, for instance via smart-

phone. And more than this, we also 
realise highly convenient payment 
systems for registered customers.

As you can see, from entering the 
facility to making payment – it is 
not our technology that determines 
things but your wishes.
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Payment methods

/ CASH PAYMENT

/  CASHLESS PAYMENT 
WITH CREDIT CARD, 
REGISTRATION NUMBER, 
QR CODE OR APP

/  FLEXIBLE QUANTITY AND 
POSITIONING OF PAYMENT 
PLACES

Control media

Ticket with 
magnetic strip, 

barcode or 
QR code

ChipCoin Smartphone

Registration number 
recognition

UHF tags RFID 
transponder cards

MG:SB  16

MG:SB  16
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Customer retention

VIP SERVICE FOR 
LONG-TERM PARKERS
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No doubt about it: long-term parkers 
are a car park operator’s favourite 
customers, because they generate 
regular and constant revenue. These 
customers must be looked after – 
and this is exactly what our intelligent 
customer retention apps are de-
signed to do.

For example, you can quite comfort-
ably provide online management of 
the customer’s account. This repre-
sents a leaner administrative expend-
iture for you while off ering a genuine 

added utility for your customers, who 
are able to select their desired con-
trol medium and enter invoicing data 
from the comfort of their homes. 

Other possibilities are the allocation 
and activation of identifi cation media 
or the use of generated data for di-
rect customer loyalty activities. Give 
your customers the good feeling 
that have they haven’t simply been 
parked but are actively being looked 
after.
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Customer management 

/ COMFORTABLE CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT TOOLS / SELF-
MANAGEMENT OF CUSTOMER ACCOUNT THROUGH THE 
ENTERVO PARKING PORTAL / ALLOCATION AND ACTIVATION 
OF IDENTIFICATION MEDIA / POSSIBILITY OF ADDITIONAL 
CUSTOMER LOYALTY MEASURES AND DIRECT COMMUNICATION



Profit optimisation

MAKING PROFITS 
MORE PROFITABLE 

Parking space is an important com-
ponent of our mobility and a valuable 
economic good. You should make 
the most of its value to ensure you 
act with sustained profi tability. There 
are numerous solutions from entervo 
that can support you in this.

On the customer side, we off er you 
ways of making your car park even 

more comfortable to use and imple-
menting interesting customer loyalty 
concepts. On the operator side, cen-
tral control and monitoring functions 
allow you to reduce your staff  costs 
and in turn operating costs. 

With entervo, these and many other 
functions are linked at a very good 
price-performance ratio. Moreover, 

you have great fl exibility in planning 
your investment. Your equipment 
can be expanded at any time, and 
system installation or conversion is so 
fast that down times can be kept to a 
minimum or are sometimes not even 
necessary.
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Operating efficiency 

/  GLOW PERSONNEL COSTS

/  CENTRAL CONTROL AND MONITORING

/  INTUITIVE OPERATION

/  RAPID SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND CONVERSION

/  MODULAR SERVICE OFFERS

/  LOW TCO AND OPEX



Service 

IT’S WORKING? 
IT’S WORKING!

The commissioning phase of your entervo parking man-
agement system is certainly a milestone – but our partner-
ship does not end there. We accompany you far beyond 
this stage – upon request even for the entire service life of 
your system. 

We guarantee constant functionality with a team of 
experts that is familiar with your application down to the 
last detail and that can take precise and targeted action. 
All service activities are planned and coordinated by our 
Global Technical Support Centre. This ensures fast and 

competent responses to your queries – a promise that we 
can keep at all times, with currently more than 20,000 
running systems in 70 countries. 

In addition to our personal, on-site service, we can also 
off er you the options of remote maintenance and tele-
phone support. You determine which method gives you 
the best service for your needs. By the way, this applies 
to all entervo service activities: you can combine various 
options into your own personal service package, and 
you can modify or extend them at any time.
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Facts & figures 

/  LOCAL SERVICE, GLOBALLY COORDINATED

/ MODULAR SERVICE CONCEPT

/  SERVICE, MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT 
CONTRACTS

/ 24/7 AVAILABILITY

/ EFFECTIVE REMOTE SERVICING

/ TRAINING OFFERS



Hardware  

FUNCTIONALITY IN  ITS BEST FORM
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/ Entry/Exit terminals

/ Drive-through terminals

/ Discounters

   All common media are supported 
(magnetic strip, barcode, ChipCoin, NFC, etc.)
  Compact construction, modular combination
  Modern design

   Modules available in various confi gurations 
and sizes
   Can be used as control devices for long-term 

parking areas or as online door-readers

   Individual options for 
customer acquisition and 
maintenance
   Discounting options and 

bonus systems with partner 
companies
   Multiple validation of dif-

ferent partner companies 
possible

/ Drive-through terminals

  Modules available in various confi gurations 
and sizes

  Can be used as control devices for long-term 
parking areas or as online door-readers

(magnetic strip, barcode, ChipCoin, NFC, etc.)
Compact construction, modular combination



FUNCTIONALITY IN  ITS BEST FORM
The range of equipment available from entervo is very 
extensive – and yet all of our products have certain im-
portant things in common – they are produced by us at 
our own works, and they represent the latest state of the 

art. They can be modifi ed quickly and fl exibly to suit the 
functional combinations that your individual requirements 
call for. Our devices have proven themselves in tens of 
thousands of installations all over the world. 
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/ Automatic pay stations

/ Central and peripheral devices

  Multifunctional operating and control devices
  Central and cashier functions
  Operation, monitoring and management of all connected devices 
   Creation and issuing of long-term tickets, vouchers, and replacement 

tickets 
   entervo Cashier: powerful, web-based manual sales device with optional 

e-Commerce functions and intuitively confi gurable graphic user interface

   Payment either with coins, banknotes or 
by cashless means
  Project/country-specifi c payment systems
  Barrier-free pay stations
   Easy topping up of long-term parking 

tickets directly at the machine

entervo.cloud READY
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/ Automatic pay stations



Target groups  

YOUR BUSINESS 
IS OUR WORLD
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Parking solutions for

OPERATORS

AIRPORTS

CITIES

SHOPPING CENTRES

SUPERMARKETS

 MOTORWAY 
SERVICE AREAS

HOTELS

HOSPITALS

! ®
! ®

! ®

! ®

! ®

! ®

Not one of our parking solutions is like any other. Quite simply because each 
of our customers has diff erent needs and requirements. We are well aware 
of this from the start and focus our competences accordingly on particular 
fi elds and industries.

Information for your business

To give you a fi rst impression of how directly we focus on your business, 
we off er you industry-specifi c brochures – in both computerised and 
printed form.

Corporate fi lm about our parking division

This fi lm covers the full breadth of the solutions and services for parking 
 management provided by Scheidt & Bachmann. It focuses particularly on 
product presentation and use, as well as the great wealth of experience, 
comprehensive service activities, and innovative orientation of the 
Scheidt & Bachmann company.
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